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A
Hineni Muchon Umzumon .......... Liebele Waldman
Ha Yom ................................ Moishe Oysher
Hayom Haras Olam ................. Singers Of Israel
Habait Mishomyim ................. Maurice Ganchoff
B'Rosh Hashanah ................. Singers Of Israel

B
Ma-Toiv ................................ Moishe Oysher
A Chazen Vus Heist ............... Maurice Schwartz
Vi Al Yedei Avodecho .......... Sholom Katz
Haben Yakir Li .................. Singers Of Israel
Halell ............................... Samuel Malavsky

Technical Notes:
Transferred by Ampex Model 351 Tape Recorders through Pultes and
Graphic Equalizers and Filters. Master Acetates were cut on a Neuman
Lathe using specially designed amplifiers, limiting and filtering systems,
coupled to a Westrex Cutting Head. For added clarity without sacrificing
level a Fairchild Conax, Hi-Frequency Limiter was used.

The original master recording of this L. P. was consigned to oblivion
and only recently discovered and brought to life through the miracle of
modern day electronics and the most ingenious of technical resources.
This recording has been restored almost to its original quality. The slight
scratching sounds still audible on this L. P. and the various very minor
imperfections are due to the limitations of the original early recording
process. These slight imperfections have not been removed entirely, in
order to preserve the highest possible faithfulness to the original recording.
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